


Who Is
Drawing Booth

Known for establishing the popular digital 
live-drawing mingling portrait artists, Drawing 
Booth can help you create memorable moments 
that give people the chance to see themselves in 
a new way.

With on-the-ground teams in 4 major cities in the 
US and UK and remote artists around the world, 
Drawing Booth is here to bring your vision to life.

 

Who Is
Drawing Booth?

Since 2014, Drawing Booth has 
created ways of using digital art 
technology to create personalized 
experiences and creativity to the 
events industry. 

https://youtu.be/fWPwMexydOI
http://drawingbooth.com


Live Drawing
In a Virtual 
Landscape

For 6 years Drawing Booth has 
been creating ways of using 
digital art technology to create 
personalized experiences and 
creativity to the events industry.  

With a virtual landscape at our 
fingertips we invite you to explore 
the possibilities virtual drawing 
can achieve.

Live Portrait Sketch
Our beloved event portrait drawings with 
our rapid fast sketch artists, producing 
flattering portraits on an iPad in just a few 
minutes. Guests receive their finished sketch 
via email or Airdrop immediately. Mobile 
printing and custom branding available.

Includes:
- Sketch Artist(s)
- Branded background
- Digital Portrait Image emailed/Airdropped to guests
- Digital gallery of all completed images

Available Add-ons:
- Live Projection
- Branding upgrades 
- GIF animated enhanced portrait





The #1 
Photobooth 
Alternative

Our specially trained talent mingle in your 
crowd sketching a flattering likeness in just a 
few minutes on a mobile device. Outfitted 
with pocket sized printers, these custom 
creations can be shared instantly and printed 
on the spot with no need for a stand or 
planning footprint. Custom branding themed 
to the event including your logos is included 
on both digital images and print outs.

A new spin on an old favorite, Drawing Booth is an entertaining activation to 
engage your guests while giving them a unique keepsake they will cherish. 

See more at www.drawingbooth.com. Enquire at hello@drawingbooth.com

http://www.drawingbooth.com
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Portrait Styles: Live Sketch < 5 min : Black & White (Standard)
> 5 min : Color (Upon Request)



Portrait Styles: Fashion



Displays: Live Projection



Background: Branded Themed Templates

Portrait template (1400x2100 pixels) incorporating event branding. For more themes visit our online gallery.

https://www.drawingbooth.com/background-templates


Background: Template Samples

Portrait template (1400x2100 pixels) incorporating event branding. For more themes visit our online gallery.

https://www.drawingbooth.com/background-templates


Testimonial: “Elke and the brilliant team at Drawing Booth were a delight to work with. At the 
Untethered event we collaborated on delivering a session called The Long Conversation, 
where participants joined the meeting to discuss What Inspired Them and the conversation 

themes were illustrated. Not only were Drawing Booth so creative 
and talented in their work during the session, they were 
thoughtful and knowledgeable in ideating and preparing 
for the conference session itself. This was the first time that this kind of 
format had been tested in a virtual conference setting and Drawing Booth’s partnership was 
key to creating a beautiful and engaging experience for our audience. Thank you Drawing 
Booth from all of us at Storycraft LAB!”

Naomi Clare
Founder, CSO

Storycraft LAB



Admin Team

Elke Sudin
Creative

elke@drawingbooth.com

Yasmin Solomon
Logistics

yasmin@drawingbooth.com

Shira Newman
Bookings

shira@drawingbooth.com

Central Time Eastern Time Eastern Time

Contacts


